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Parramatta Atmospheric – taken in 2008 while working my way around
a new camera. Laurie Garcia

Early Sunday Morning – my local K mart in Blacktown, a reworking
of an Edward Hopper painting of the same title. Marius Jastkowiak

ZW14
these cosmic scholars; wild brumbies crusading;
my cat sits at her back window; the axe flew out
of my fingers; a stone for waiting in the night; rusted
low-density suburbs; the dawn with lights in her eyes;
fantasies of greener grass; the taste of unbearable flavours;
as if it had eaten a mermaid; cauterised your heart’s tiny
valves; making this slow death worth it; feigning good, he
damaged lives; re-imagining rose mallee; they were long,
curved and bright orange; chasing a sunset; bellbirds tied to
crocodile boots; i refuse the slippery handshake; a sliver of
sunlight falls across my face; let the survivors have their new
creation myths; my backyard, park, and life; who shops at
K-Mart in the middle of the night; working my way round a
new camera; you laughed through bricks of shyness; pulling
the gaze of a hundred thousand eyes; the usual suspects
gathered at the Literary Eisteddfod; matted hair swarming
with ants; i didn’t really dress like a ganga; even after her
body is returned to her; i hope The Professor will rest in
peace; you run the damned machines; shooting stars fragile
as an eyelash; it was a purple pig, mummy; they call it
metacognitive training; the moon is my dog; sucking back like
a junkie on speed; we don't choose our memories; i am
simmering with a slow colour; blissfully unselfconscious in her
moment; a little bit of dust and mundane frocks; he sketches
the woman across the room; the smell of eucalyptus oil
rushes at your face;

